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Geraldine’s Videos 
 

Lounge Room Series: 3 minute practical tips 

 

 

Stop Freezing Like A Rabbit When You Speak 

Freezing when public speaking feels much worse to the speaker, than it 

looks to the listener. A 30 second blank, can look like a pause. Taking time 

to gather your thoughts is appreciated by listeners as it means you are 

thinking about what you say in the present moment, not repeating 

mechanised rote. When I film clients giving a talk… 

 

Look At Me! How To Keep Audience Attention 

Trying hard at anything is tiring. And people, well we can just be perverse. If 

an audience knows you desperately want their attention they will likely 

choose to not give you any. Stop trying so hard. Who ever said speaking 

with people had to be hard work? I’m not suggesting you don’t put in any 

effort – just stop trying to force people to listen to you. Instead… 

 

 

Should I Sit Or Should I Stand? 

Should I sit or should I stand? Believe it or not I get asked this question 

regularly. For those of you who are thinking, “Pish! What a question!”, 

there’s a lot going on here. The decision to sit or stand sends a non-verbal 

signal about your intention to establish authority, power, attention… 

 

 

Pause Power: Slow Down When You Speak 

You do not need to change your essential self and be something you are 

not. You just need to pause frequently. Imagine where the commas, colons, 

dashes, full stops and new paragraphs would be begin if your talk was in 

writing. That’s where you pause. A pause is like a non-verbal full stop. So 

take a risk and stop. It is only a matter of seconds or a couple of breaths… 

 

 

The Art Of Making An Entrance 

“Da Daa!” Introducing, YOU! And in you come dancing to a funky sound 

track, boa feather trailing behind, your newly shaved head reflecting the 

strobe lights… is this the kind of impact you’d like to make? Yup, you would 

be memorable unless of course your colleagues also read this article and 

boa feather sales go through the roof. Actually, that’s a nice thought… 

 

 

The Art Of Making An Exit 

Think of a finale as a delicious taste lingering on the tongue. If your speech 

was a flavour,  what would it be? The lingering velvet of chocolate or a sharp 

tangy citrus? I reckon audiences want to be: engaged (connection), informed 

(data), inspired (action), in that order. If you engage your audience first, they 

will listen to your information which if inspiring, motivates them into action… 
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Relax Your Eyes And Be A Better Speaker 

Imagine your eyes lazing in hammocks, heavy and supported. Miraculously, 

when the eyes are relaxed, the brain sends a message to your whole body, 

saying “You are safe and can relax now.” So let your body do its natural 

thing and ignore any contrary mental self talk when you speak… 

 

 

Take A Deep Breath: How To Manage Speaking Nerves 

Doncha hate that the very thing you teach, you struggle with? And isn’t it 

always the way? It’s why hairdressers have bad hair and builders’ homes 

are half renovated. Too busy helping others and not taking time out for self 

care is part of the issue, but not the only issue. I struggled for years too, but 

then I came up with a method to help… 

 

 

Public Speaking Tips For Shy People 

I define “public speaking” as “whenever you have a conversation with 

anyone other than yourself, you are, “public speaking.” So, face to face, 

phone, verbose or taciturn, whenever you speak with someone you are in 

fact, speaking in public. Here are 4 tips for the naturally taciturn to remain 

in integrity with their natural style… 

 

 

 

 

Excerpts of Conversational Speaking talks with Geraldine 

 

Let Your Words & Body Speak 

In a world of superfluous verbosity and redundant superlatives, whose 

services, products and ideas do we believe, trust and follow? This 10 minute 

video is edited down from a 30 minute talk about how to let your words 

and body speak for you to build trust and rapport. It does include a little 

Nigella impersonation. 

 

 

 

Introducing… Geraldine! 

Geraldine gives a 60 second Self Introduction at a business breakfast. 

She uses the classic speaking devices of anaphora and rule of three to 

introduce who she is and what she offers to business owners who need to 

overcome fear and avoidance of public speaking.  

 

 

 

 

 Email Geraldine 

Need help with speaking confidently in public? Would you like to use an authentic, conversational 

style? You are welcome to contact me to discuss setting up 1:1 sessions with me. 
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